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Nanorobot Invention and Linux: The Open Technology Factor - An Open Letter to
UNO General Secretary
,----[ Quote ]
| Abstract: This is an open letter, which
| discloses an outline on the current status of
| nanorobotic cutting edge technology trends in
| software development, bioinformatics,
| proteomics, nanotechnology, and manufacturing
| integration. It provides a layman's description
| of a practical platform to effectively boost the
| development of nanobiotechnology, and to
| manufacture nanorobot hardware architecture for
| medical defense that will benefit humankind. The
| core description of the present initiative is
| based on Linux strategies. The basis and key
| advantages of such an approach are clearly
| described next. Nanotechnology should be used
| for peaceful purposes based on ethical practices
| to provide a human heritage. The nanorobot
| invention has an impact on current history and
| provides a legacy for coming generations.
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Robot Submarine Wins with Debian
,----[ Quote ]
| A robotic submarine driven by Debian has
| won first place in the Association for
| Unmanned Vehicle Systems International
| (AUVSI) competition run at a U.S. Naval
| facility. The Debian project lauds the
| participating undergrads from Cornell
| University.
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